1st Virtual Conference on Solarizations of Pakistan

Solar power the way forward to
ensure Pakistan's energy security

T

he solar power is the way forward
for Pakistan to safeguard its energy
security and to lower the basket
price of electricity for the consumers
in the country.
This was stated by CEO of Alterna
tive Energy Development Board
(AEDB) Dr Rana Abdul Jabbar Khan in
his keynote address at the 1st Virtual
Conference on Solarization of Pakistan
organized by the Energy Update.
The AEDB CEO said that Pakistan
should massively take advantage of its
presence in one of the best solar zones
in the world.
He said that lately solar energy had
become the cheapest source of energy
among the low-cost options to generate
electricity. This has happened due to
steep decline in solar electricity rates.
He said that the AEDB would fully
support the full exploitation of the solar
power potential of the country so that
by the year 2030 Pakistan would be
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generating up to 30 per cent of its elec
tricity on the basis of clean sources of
energy.
He said the AEDB had been con
ducting solar resource mapping of Pa
kistan with the support of World Bank
as for the purpose nine solar stations
had been established in different areas.

He said that the AEDB had also
been adopting the required measures
to introduce the regime of competitive
bidding for upcoming alternative ener
gy projects in the country.
Dr Khan said that the AEDB was
fully committed to promote all clean
resources of energy to pursue the new
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Alternative Energy Policy of the country.
He said that the solar power
projects would also be introduced for
the faraway off-grid areas of the coun
try.
He said that the AEDB had also
been promoting net-metering system
to allow individual consumers to utilize
wind and solar energy.
Also speaking on the occasion,
Zaigham Mahmood Rizvi, chairman of

PM Housing Task Force, emphasised
the need of using superior quality
equipment to generate solar electricity
for the long-term benefit of the energy

sources of energy would not be accept
ed by the developed countries.
He said that India had done much
home work to switch its industries to

sector.
He said that the solar equipment of
superior quality could last up to 40
years for maximum benefit of the ener
gy system.
He said that quite soon exportoriented industries had to install alter
native energy projects as their products
manufactured through conventional

the option of clean resources of energy.
He said the utilization of the clean
energy resources had a massive impact
on environment and carbon footprint
of the country.
Mehfooz Qazi, Director Sindh Solar
Energy Project, said that the Sindh gov
ernment had been working on the US$
100 million project to extensively pro
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mote the use of solar energy in the
province.
He said that Sindh had the potential
to generate up to 10 GWs of electricity
on the basis of solar power as such
clean source of energy was enough to
make the province self-sufficient in its
electricity needs.
He said that the project initiated
with the support of World Bank envis
aged setting up of solar parks, utilization
of the rooftops of the government
buildings for installing solar projects,
and solar energy solutions for the offgrid areas.
He hoped that the new Alternative
Energy Policy of the government would
be helpful in implementing World Bankassisted solar project in Sindh.
Senior energy consultant Faiz Bhutta
said that the commercial banks in the

national grid.
Muhammad Ali Khan, Power Minis
ter of Gilgit-Baltistan, said that the gov
ernment of Gilgit-Baltistan had
launched the initial study to assess the

country should be encouraged to
launch loan facility for upcoming clean
energy projects.
Amin M Lakhani, Director of Clean
Energy Project USAID (SEP), said that
the government would ensure financial
closure of upcoming renewable energy
projects on urgent basis so that more
clean electricity was available for the

wind and solar power potential of the
area.
He said that it was highly unfortu
nate that the GB had the potential of
generating up to 55,000 MWs electricity
on the basis of its hydro resource but
despite this the region had been facing
serious challenges in fulfilling its energy
needs.
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He said that the GB region required
a clear-cut power policy as like other
parts of the country so that it could tap
its massive hydro resource not just for
its own needs but also for the rest of
Pakistan.
Naeem Qureshi, chairman of orga
nizing committee of the conference,
said that the Energy Update would
continue to host more such roundtable
sessions to assemble the energy experts
from all over the country for the pro
motion of renewable energy resources.
Shaaf Mehboob, CEO Adaptive
Technologies, M. Zakir Ali, CEO Inverex
Solar Energy, Waseem Qureshi, CEO
Infusion Group UAE, Waqas Idrees,
Senior Energy Specialist USAID (SEP),
Waqas Moosa, CEO Hadron Solar, Zafar
Iqbal, Representative Pakistan Solar
Association, Chairman IEEEP Irfan
Ahmed, Anila Fatima, GM IT, Commu
nication & Power FWO, Nida Hameed
Khan, Senior Product Manager-Green
Financing JS Bank, Energy Practitioner
Gul Hasan Bhutto & others also ad
dressed on the occasion.n
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1st International Virtual Conference on
Pakistan's Hydropower Sector

Province getting no support from federal
govt to develop hydropower resources

P

unjab, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
Gilgit-Baltistan have complined
that they were not getting desired
cooperation from the federal
authorities to utilize the massive potential
in their respective areas to generate hy
droelectricity as one of the cheapest and
environmental friendly source of energy
for the country.
The authorities concerned of two
provinces and Gilgit-Baltistan region
were speaking at the 1st International
Virtual Conference on Hydropower Sec
tor of Pakistan, organized by the Energy
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Update.
The representatives of Punjab, Khy
ber Pakhtunkhwa, and Gilgit-Baltistan
said that electricity consumers would
be the ultimate sufferers across Pakistan
till the time the country delayed fully
harnessing its massive hydropower re
source as the cheap mode of energy.
Speaking on the occasion, Punjab
Energy Minister Dr Muhammad Akhtar
Malik said that Punjab had the largest
canal system in the country having mas
sive potential to produce hydroelectric
ity. He said that utilization of this poten
tial was getting delayed due to slow
processing of the formalities of the new
hydropower projects by the relevant
federal agencies. "I would rather say that
we have got a cold-shouldered response
from federal government on this issue,"
said the Punjab energy minister.
He said that the relevant federal au
thorities had to assist the provinces in
this matter for the greater national cause
as the country needs cheap electricity
in abundance produced through indige
nous resources of energy.
He said that small hydroelectricity
projects should be developed in the
country on a war-footing with involve
ment of private sector as it would gen
erate sizable employment opportunities
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and also serve as an income resource
for prospective private investors.
He suggested formation of a joint
action committee at the national level
comprising of all the concerned stake
holders from the provinces and centre
for expeditious development of hydro
power projects in the country.
Gilgit-Baltistan Power Development
Minister Muhammad Ali Khan said on

environment. "We should raise our voice
to make the policymakers realize that
hydroelectricity is the need of the hour
whose development should be priori
tized," said the PEDO CEO. He said that
increased reliance on hydroelectricity
would also slash the fuel import bill of
the country. He said that much effort
had to be done to fully harness massive
hydroelectricity potential of Khyber Pa

ability of this important clean energy
resource of the country. He also support
ed construction of Kalabagh Dam in the
country especially after the government
had announced construction of big water
reservoirs in the country like Mohmand
and Diamer-Bhasha dams.
Naeem Qureshi, chairman of organiz
ing committee of the event, said that the
conference had been organized with
aims to provide a viable forum for all the
stakeholders concerned to get assem
bled at one place, discuss and find a
way forward to promote and develop
hydroelectricity resources in Pakistan in
the best interests of energy consumers
in the country. n

On lighter side.. !!!

the occasion that the GB had massive
potential of producing up to 55,000
Megawatts hydroelectricity. He said that
lack of financial resources and the ab
sence of any power policy were the two
main obstacles in the passage towards
realization of this massive potential to
produce clean electricity in the country.
He said that there were 128 potential
sites in the GB to install small hydropow
er projects. He said that the federally
run Private Power & Infrastructure Board
(PPIB) had not been facilitating develop
ment of hydroelectricity resources of GB
as compared to the assistance being
provided by the PPIB to the upcoming
hydropower projects in Azad Kashmir.
Engineer Naeem Khan, CEO of Pukh
tunkhwa Energy Development Organiza
tion (PEDO), said that the share of hy
droelectricity in the energy mix of
Pakistan was once up to 60 per cent as
it was no more the case as his organiza
tion had been getting least support from
the federal government to expeditiously
develop new hydropower resources in
the country.
He said that the provinces and federal
government should join hands to alter
the current energy mix of the country by
increasing share of hydroelectricity that
was the best choice for the country given
its cheap cost and friendly status for the
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khtunkhwa. Shah Jahan Mirza, Managing
Director of PPIB, said that the PPIB had
been facilitating construction of new
hydropower projects in the country to
the maximum possible extent so that
funding for this renewable form of energy
could be arranged from the international
financing institutions. He said that the
PPIB had also encouraged development
of new energy projects in Azad Kashmir
keeping in view its massive potential to
produce electricity through its hydro
resources. He said that owing to the
contribution of the PPIB the independent
power producers had been playing an
important role in fulfilling energy needs
of Pakistan.
Dr Tahir Masood, NESPAK ManagingDirector, said that technology and tech
nical resources for hydroelectricity
projects should be locally manufactured
in Pakistan. He said that local manpower
for the upcoming hydroelectricity
projects should be utilized for which
proper training programmes should be
conducted.
He said that the proponents of new
hydroelectricity projects in the country
should keep in their mind that they were
competing against other forms of renew
able electricity like solar and wind power
so it was necessary that cost of hydro
power should remain cheap for sustain

A man enters a wine Shop
and asks the seller: "Which
brand of whiskey would you
advise me for my 25th wedding
anniversary ?
Wine Seller: "Sir, it totally
depends on whether you want
to Celebrate or want to Forget
!" !!!!
I was invited to a wedding, when
i reached the hotel i found two
doors written
1 . bride relatives
2. Groom relatives
I entered the one written groom
relatives and found two more
doors
1 . ladies
2. men
I went through the one for men
only to find two more doors
1 . people with gifts
2. people without gift
I went through the one one
written people without gifts and
found myself outside the hotel
through the back door at the
door it was written
"So in this time of hard economy
you want to just come, eat and
drink without any gift, no way"
Don't laugh please share ????

